San Luis Obispo Christian School is a place...
where prayer and an invitation for the Lord's presence fill our mornings...




where teaching & instruction go hand in hand with discipling & mentoring...



where the eternal consequences of sin are talked about along side the natural
consequences of bad behavior...



where a young girl can spend time with a teacher, opening her heart and receiving
Godly counsel and wisdom...



where a young boy can learn scripture and stand up to a fight with it...



where a teacher can stop a class and talk about forgiveness through the blood and
empowering of Christ, not just because it's a good idea...



where a classroom can be filled with prayer & praise & devotions before a textbook is
cracked open...



where a skinned knee means loving care and prayer for healing...



where the learning of science means being in awe of God's creativity, not a wondering
about the results of cosmic soup...



where the life of children brings brightness to the day of the elderly in special visits...



where the Gospel is taught over and over in different ways that God may move on
different ones...



where kids from half way around the globe can be welcomed into a family, be taught
and see the Gospel, and return eternally changed...



where a 12 year old will run and play with a 5 year old as he looks up to him...



where staff members care more about fighting for eternal souls, than fighting for pay
raises....



where what is being woven through the fabric of our children's growth is Godly, not
humanistic...



where educating the whole person doesn't leave out the soul, the most critical part...



where the purpose of the education is not just for making a living, but for life...



where our goal is not for political correctness, but that everything we do would bring
honor to our King...



where the individual needs of every student is important and cared for in a small
classroom environment...



where students are taught how to succeed in the world, but not be of the world.

Our desires for the future of San Luis Obispo Christian School are...


that God would fill this school to capacity, that our main objective would be to honor
our Lord by fulfilling His commission to us to make disciples- being rich or poor,
having two parents or single-parent, being saved or unsaved, to reach as many of the
next generation of students with the Gospel of Christ as we can, and disciple them to
see their world through the lens of eternity.



to grow up confident, capable, and humble leaders who would see their identity in
Christ, and the purposes of God on their lives as the most important purpose of all.



that their hearts would be captured by the love of Christ.

